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Top 21 Physical Therapist Interview 
Questions 

 

1. What made you choose physical therapy as your career? 

2. Can you mention some special interests in physical therapy? 

3. What do you expect from this job? 

4. Can you talk about some of your experiences in long term care, if any? 

5. What are some of the challenges faced while working with geriartic patients and how you 
think of overcoming them? 

6. How will you deal with movement disorders? 

7. How will you deal with aggressive patients or if any patient suddenly gets agitated? Do 
you have any strategy to calm them down? 

8. How would you react or handle the situation if any of your patient refuses to work with 
you? 

9. How will you handle a patient with post knee orthoplasty symptoms?(or with any other 
post surgical status) 

10. How would you handle a patient with an unfamiliar diagnosis? 

11. Can you describe any of your past experiences where you think you delivered excellent 
patient care? 

12. How are you planning to handle the stress being a physical therapist? 

13. What interactions with patients are considered inappropriate and how will you react if 
you see one happening? 

14. What makes you a good physical therapist? 

15. Can you describe a typical day at your previous job? 
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16. How will you comfort a patient who is scared of a treatment plan or a surgery? 

17. How will you encourage a patient to be optimistic without giving any false hopes? 

18.  How will you handle working with a difficult co-worker? 

19. How are you looking forward to show sensitivity towards potential cultural differences? 

20. What are the latest trends in physical therapy? 

21. How will you handle a situation where you find out that your colleague is not upholding 
treatment standards? 
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